AUGUST 2020 NEW LEAD TITLE
Intoxicating: Ten Drinks that Shaped
Australia
Max Allen
The stories of the drinks that have fuelled
Australian history.
The fiery burn of rebellion rum, a thirst-quenching
gulp of ice-cold beer, the medicinal tang of restorative
bitters... What did the drinks that shaped Australia
originally taste like?
In search of answers, award-winning writer Max Allen
takes us on a personal journey through Australia’s
colourful and complex drinking history, glass in hand.
We taste the fermented sap of the Tasmanian cider
gum, enjoyed by Indigenous people long before
European invasion, sip ‘claret’ and ‘sherry’ in the cool
stone cellars of the country’s oldest wineries, sample
150-year-old champagne rescued from a shipwreck
and help brew an iconic 1960s Australian lager.
Allen also shares recipes for historic cocktails to try
at home (Blow My Skull, anyone?), introduces many
of the characters from Australia’s boozy history and
offers a glimpse of how our drinking culture might
evolve in the future.
Whatever your pleasure, Intoxicating illuminates the
undeniable place alcohol has in Australia’s history.

Max Allen is an award-winning journalist and an honorary fellow in history
at the University of Melbourne. He has been writing about wine and drinks
for more than twenty-five years and is currently columnist for the Australian
Financial Review, Australian correspondent for jancisrobinson.com and a
long time contributor to Gourmet Traveller Magazine. In 2011, Allen’s book
The Future Makers: Australian Wines for the 21st Century was named
Best International Wine Book at the Louis Roederer Wine Writers Awards.
In 2013, he was awarded a State Library of Victoria Creative Fellowship
to research the relationship between early Victorian winegrowers and
Aboriginal communities. And in 2018, he was named Australian Wine
Communicator of the Year.
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AUGUST 2020 NEW LEAD ACTIVITIES & GAMES
Find Frida
Catherine Ingram (Illustrated By Laura Callaghan)
Find Frida immerses you in the colourful world of Frida Kahlo.
Find this flamboyant figure across twelve intricately drawn
scenes, each detailing a key aspect of her life – from her eccentric
teenaged years and infatuation with Diego Rivera, to her dynamic
arrival as an international artist, her incredible studio and house
in Mexico and her deep love of Mexican culture.
The scenes are populated with a huge cast of over 200
extras to also spot – including artists, filmmakers, writers and
photographers – allowing the book to tell the complete story of
Kahlo’s life and her huge cultural influence.
Where’s
Warhol
AU$21.99
ISBN:
9781780677446

Where’s the
Dude?
AU$21.99
ISBN:
9781786272645

40 pages, 320 x 240 mm, 12 illustrations (HB)
ISBN: 9781786277107				

Laurence King

AU$24.99

Dream Decoder Journal
Theresa Cheung (Illustrated By Harriet Lee-Merrion)
Ever dream that you were flying? Or being chased? Do you wake
up and wonder ‘what did that mean’? The Dream Decoder Journal
gives you instructions and helpful tips to best recall your dreams
and then gives you tools to decipher their meanings, including
interpretations of 60 of the most common dreams, explaining what
your unconscious mind is telling you, and what events or situations
in your waking life might inspire certain dreams. This improved selfawareness can be used as a tool to deal with challenging emotional
situations or life choices.
Dream Decoder:
60 Cards to Unlock Your Unconcious
AU$24.99
ISBN: 9781786274939

160 pages, 208 x 145 mm, 60 illustrations (PB)
ISBN: 9781786277060				

Laurence King

AU$24.99
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AUGUST 2020 NEW LEAD GAMES
Wonder Women Bingo
Isobel Thomas (Illustrated By Laura Bernard)
In this fun, affordable bingo game you can fill your game card with inspiring women
from across the world and across history! Team up Serena Williams, Simone
Biles, Amelia Earhart and Greta Thunberg for a line or fill your card with Valentina
Tereshkova, Malala Yousafzai, Emmeline Pankhurst and more for BINGO!
48 illustrated chips, game board, 8 double-sided bingo cards, counters, illustrated booklet
ISBN: 9781786277336						
Laurence King

AU$29.99
Poo Bingo
Aidan Onn (Illustrated By Claudia Boldt)
Discover all you ever wanted to know about poo – and more – with Poo Bingo!
Featuring 24 animals and their uniquely shaped poos, this is the bingo game to end
all bingo games. Kids will delight in discovering that wombats poo in cubes and that
penguins poo in squirts that are different colours depending on what they’ve eaten!
Be the first to fill your game card with animals and poos to win BINGO!
48 illustrated chips, game board, 8 double-sided bingo cards, counters, illustrated booklet
ISBN: 9781786277466						
Laurence King

AU$29.99

Match these Bones: A Dinosaur Memory Game
Paul Upchurch (Illustrated By James Barker)

Match the dinosaurs with their skeletons in the latest in our best-selling range of memory
games. Discover fascinating facts as you play, from which dinosaurs had feathers (and
how this shows they evolved from birds) to what those spikes on triceratops’ skulls
are really for. Everything we know about dinosaurs today comes from the discovery of
bones and fossils. The perfect buy for dinosaur experts!
50 illustrations
ISBN: 9781786277190					

Laurence King

AU$24.99

The Wild Bunch: A Crazy Eights Card Game
Magma Publishing (illustrated by Leanne Bock)

Get crazy with The Wild Bunch! This discard game, based on Crazy Eights, will have you
up to your ears in lions, monkeys, wombats and whales as you try to get rid of your cards
before anyone else. The deck features animals instead of numbers so kids of any age can
understand and play, and there are loads of exciting action cards to change things up: play
the crab to reverse direction, or the kangaroo to skip over the next player!
120 illustrations
ISBN: 9781786276964			

Laurence King
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Inside Francis Bacon

Josef Koudelka: Ruins

Martin Harrison, Christopher Bucklow, Katharina Günther, Francesca Pipe, Sophie
Pretorius, Joyce H. Townsend, Sarah Whitfield
The third and final instalment in the Bacon Estate's
groundbreaking series discloses and analyses the most
exciting new research and information to emerge in many
years on this elusive artist. Three of the essays, by
Francesca Pipe, Sophie Pretorius and Martin Harrison, are
based on archives recently added to the collection of the
Estate of Francis Bacon. Very little is known about Bacon's
early career, and the diaries of his two first patrons provide
a far deeper understanding of his formative years than has
been accessible hitherto. Especially revelatory are the
extensive records kept over a long period by Bacon's
doctor, Paul Brass: what they reveal will revolutionise
thinking on Bacon.

Thames and Hudson Ltd • PB • Individual artists, art monographs •
260 x 200mm • 192pp

9780500971062

$55.00

The Great Journeys in History
Robin Hanbury-Tenison

Thames and Hudson Ltd • PB • General & world history • 198 x 129mm • 304pp

$19.99

Chair Anatomy

9780500545348

$110.00

Great Cities Through Travellers' Eyes
Throughout history, intrepid men and women have related
their experiences and perceptions of the world's great cities
to bring them alive to those at home. The thirtyeight cities
covered in this entertaining anthology of travellers' tales
are spread over six continents, ranging from Beijing to
Berlin, C airo to C hicago, Lhasa to London, St Petersburg
to Sydney and Rio to Rome. This volume features
commentators across the millennia, including the great
travellers of ancient times. We see the world's great cities
through the eyes of traders, explorers, soldiers, diplomats,
pilgrims and tourists; the experiences of emperors and
monarchs sit alongside those of revolutionaries and artists,
but also those of ordinary people who found themselves in
remarkable situations.

Thames and Hudson Ltd • PB • Travel & holiday • 198 x 129mm • 368pp

9780500294093

$19.99

Casa Tropical: Houses by Jacobsen Arquitetura

James Orrom

Philip Jodidio

Chair Anatomy reveals in photos and illustrations the form
and the construction details of a selection of fifty chairs
chosen from the last 150 years of modern chair design. It
also introduces the designers behind these chairs, their
backgrounds and their routes to creating the chairs. In
reducing chairs to their constituent parts, the book gets to
the heart of each design: how pieces are designed and
produced to fit together; why a certain material imparts a
certain quality, functional advance or comfort level; and how
the chair's structure can withstand stress while being elegant
and economical to produce. In short, a chair is architecture
in miniature. This book gives insight into the careful and
detailed thinking that has gone into a piece of furniture that
we take for granted, and offers designers and students a
truly nuts-and-bolts perspective on masterpieces of design.

Thames and Hudson Ltd • PB • Furniture design • 255 x 210mm • 240pp

9780500295946

Thames and Hudson Ltd • HB • Individual photographers • 240 x 315mm • 368pp

Peter Furtado

Marco Polo, Ferdinand Magellan, David Livingstone,
Amelia Earhart, Neil Armstrong: these are some of the
greatest travellers of all time. This book chronicles their
stories and many more, describing epic voyages of
discovery from the extraordinary migrations out of Africa by
our earliest ancestors to the latest voyages into space.
With evocative photographs, paintings and portraits, The
Great Journeys in History reveals the stories of those who
were there first, who explored the unexplored and who set
out into the unknown, bringing alive the romance and thrill
of travel.

9780500287033

Josef Koudelka
Between 1991 and 2015, Josef Koudelka completed an epic
journey across twenty countries bordering the
Mediterranean, stopping at over 200 Greek and Roman
archaeological sites, relentlessly researching the beauty of
the ancient world. Before the Magnum photographer,
nobody had attempted to make such a comprehensive
photographic record of these artefacts with so much
persistence and so little assistance. Koudelka's aim was to
use art to re-appropriate a world that is escaping us and that
we could lose - a world where the mind alternates between
reason and faith, law and liberty.

$49.99

This monograph features twenty-five houses by the
renowned Brazilian architectural firm Jacobsen Arquitetura.
Most are in Brazil, but one is in Australia. Each house
includes a short project text by author Philip Jodidio and a
selection of drawings and plans. The book begins with an
introductory essay about the significance of the work of
Jacobsen Arquitetura and a brief section at the end of the
book features renders of houses still under construction in
Europe, the Middle East and the C aribbean. Fully illustrated
with photography commissioned by the architect, the book
sets each house in the context of Brazil's diverse terrains
and climates.

Thames and Hudson Ltd • HB • Architecture • 260 x 300mm • 256pp

9780500022207

$120.00

The Library

Ceramics Masterclass

James W P Campbell, Will Pryce
Ambitious and wide-ranging, this is the first single volume to
tell the story of the library as a distinct building type, all
around the world and from the beginnings of writing to the
present day. In its highest form the library is a total work of
art, combining painting, sculpture, furniture and architecture.
From their designs for the libraries of ancient Rome to those
of the Bibliothèque Nationale in Paris, architects have
sought to outdo each other by producing ever more
spectacular settings. The author and photographer have
travelled the globe, documenting some eighty libraries.
Architectural historian James Campbell contributes an
authoritative and highly readable account. Will Pryce is one
of the world's leading photographers of interiors and
architecture. Arresting and technically flawless, his
photographs are both lucid and deeply atmospheric.

Thames and Hudson Ltd • HB • Public buildings: civic, commercial, industrial,
etc • 293 x 228mm • 328pp

9780500023525

$59.99

How to Win on the Battlefield
Rob Johnson, Michael Whitby, John France
How can you off-balance your enemy? When is the best
moment to deliver a counterattack? What is the effect of
shock action or defence in depth? C ertain tactical
concepts have stood the test of time. This ground-breaking
book examines, in a series of case studies, 25 of the key
tactics that have achieved victory through the ages.
Drawing on examples of battles from around the globe, on
land, at sea and in the air, and across history, the authors
reveal the enduring value of each tactic in clear and
compelling descriptions and analysis. Written by leading
experts, How to Win on the Battlefield will prove
indispensable reading for historians, military enthusiasts
and business leaders.

Thames and Hudson Ltd • PB • Military history • 198 x 129mm • 256pp

9780500295892

$19.99

Louisa Taylor
The practice of ceramics is steeped in history and tradition.
For thousands of years humans have exploited the versatile
qualities of clay as a material to produce items ranging from
humble utilitarian vessels integral to family living, right
through to exquisite works of art. Ceramics Masterclass
explores this diverse discipline by showcasing 100 of the
most innovative and inspiring artists past and present,
analysing the techniques and methods used to create the
works, and the concepts which underpin their creative
process. It shows how to recreate intricate still-life dioramas
like 15th-century artist Bernard Palissy, explore narrative like
Grayson Perry and convey sensitivity to material like Phoebe
Cummings. Arranged thematically, Ceramics Masterclass
includes chapters on vessels, batch production, sculptures,
figurative works, installation and expanded field. Perfect for
students, amateur ceramicists and professionals, this book
represents a global perspective of historical and
contemporary approaches to clay and be a catalyst for
discovery and intrigue.

Thames and Hudson Ltd • FB • Ceramics: artworks • 242 x 199mm • 288pp

9780500295717

$39.99

Women Photographers (Slipcased set)
Clara Bouveresse
Women have been pioneering photographers since the
earliest days of the art form. This expertly curated set of
three volumes in the renowned Photofile series brings
together 190 women photographers from all over the world,
working in all styles and genres. From the imaginative
experiments of the 19th century to the thriving art
movements of the 20th century and on to the digital world
of the 21st century, this rich and diverse overview will
inspire readers to explore the work of some of the greatest
photographers of all time.

Thames and Hudson Ltd • PB • Individual photographers • 190 x 125mm • 432pp

9780500411186

$70.00

Early Islamic Textiles From Along the Silk Road

Model of a Summer Camp

Friedrich Spuhler

Tatiana Argounova-Low, Alison K. Brown, Sushma Jansari

The al-Sabah Collection, Kuwait, holds a spectacular array
of ancient textiles that were made in Islamic lands and
traded along the Silk Road, the network of ancient trade
routes that linked China, Central Asia and Byzantium for
more than 1500 years. Presented as a whole, this
extraordinary collection, which has remained largely
unpublished until now, is a rich source of information not
only for the history of textiles, but also for the history of the
Silk Road itself. Scientific analysis has allowed a number of
these textiles to be dated with precision for the first time,
making the collection an especially valuable scholarly
resource. The exceptional beauty and variety of the c. 400
garments and textile fragments reflect the many strands of
influence along the Silk Road. The textiles display an
astonishing range of motifs, patterns and calligraphic
designs. A selection of rare intact garments vividly evokes
the lives of merchants, pilgrims and travellers, as well as the
inhabitants of countries linked by the Silk Road.

Model of a Summer Camp is an intriguing object with a
range of stories to tell. Originating in the Sakha (Yakutia)
region of far northeastern Russia, it depicts a yhyakh
celebration - a festival of huge cultural importance to the
region. This concise book takes a detailed look at the
object, revealing the intricacies of the yhyakh and the
model's fascinating journey from Siberia to the British
Museum. The recent resurgence of interest around the
model is also explored, where creative responses and
research have enriched our understanding of its stories.
This book gives readers the opportunity to learn about a
unique object in the British Museum's Collection and the
rich heritage of Sakha (Yakutia).

The British Museum Press • PB • Exhibition catalogues & specific collections •
210 x 147mm • 64pp
Thames and Hudson Ltd • PB • Textile artworks • 276 x 219mm • 400pp

9780500971024

$70.00

9780714124889

$11.99

100 Things to do in a Forest
Jennifer Davis

Anne Jonas

In an age when people are in search of new and more
fulfilling experiences to replace screens and bring families
together, this book explores 100 ways to connect with
nature and discover the benefits of forest fun. From
bushcraft activities like whittling and firelighting to spiritual
pursuits like forest bathing and meditation, forest educator
Jennifer Davis has brought together activities for people of
all ages, helping them to connect with their forests and
woodlands, while discovering the healing and restorative
benefits of a life lived outdoors.

Laurence King • HB • Rural crafts • 220 x 155mm • 160pp

9781786276339

$35.00

Think Like an Engineer, Don't Act Like One
Jan Karel Mak

Adapting themselves to all kinds of landscapes and climates,
humans have used their architectural ingeniousness to build
amazing dwellings: find them here, from houses on stilts and
igloos to tree houses and skyscrapers.

Laurence King • HB • People & places (Children's / Teenage) • 240 x 310mm •
64pp

9781786276476

BIS Publishers • PB • Advice on careers & achieving success • 160 x 140mm •
160pp

Inspired by Method

$24.99

What is inspiration? Can there be a method? This book is
both a guide to inspiration and a source of inspiration. With
individuality and methods we design and depending on the
project we use them - consciously or subconsciously. The
inspiration method is a small, sharp tool that you can use in
any design process when you are sitting in front of an empty
sheet of paper. The first phase will make you get started.
The second phase allows you to experiment and go unusual
ways.

BIS Publishers • PB • Business innovation • 224 x 187mm • 240pp

9789063695736

Framing Play Design

Fake Books

Sune Gudiksen and Helle Marie Skovbjerg

Armin Müller

Through curious mindsets and surprising features players,
designer, learners, and innovators are moved to new types
of perspectives, approaches, beliefs, and routines. This is
considered to be a vital ingredient in the 21st century and
in the coming decade because of rapid changes in school
sectors and industry markets. Framing Play Design
provides operational design guidelines on how to find
strong balances in the making of specific play-based
designs as well as how to involve users and stakeholders
in the process of play design making.

BIS Publishers • PB • Business innovation • 250 x 210mm • 240pp

9789063695729

$29.99

Alexandra Martini

This edition of the Think Like a series displays the wonderful
world of engineers. This bundle of insights shows why no
one can hold you responsible for the impact of gravity, what
Gerrit Rietveld can teach you about going against the flow,
that Donald Trump says more than you think, and how
Netflix goes beyond binge-watching. This book is for anyone
who wants to widen their perspective and broaden their
horizons.

9789063695699

The Homes We Build

$65.00

$65.00

Bourgeois scholarship as disguise: "Fake books" are objects
that simulate the most important carriers of knowledge and
culture by subverting fundamental functions such as
visualization, information or entertainment. Most of these
"book simulators" are beautiful containers, which serve for
storing - or hiding - approximately everything. The viewer is
always confronted by the discrepancy between appearance
and being, between form and function. Armin Müller has
collected book dummies of very different sizes, styles and
provenances from different eras: art-historically valuable,
technically sophisticated and historically exciting pieces, but
also kitsch of all kinds. The imaginative and creative
richness of camou-flage and illusion seems to be
inexhaustible.

Benteli Verlag • HB • Antiques & collectables • 210 x 193mm • 352pp

9783716518595

$100.00

Fascination Concrete

Lisbon Sketchbook

Chris van Uffelen

Fabrice Moireau, Gonçalo M. Tavares

After the Middle Ages, concrete fell into oblivion and was
only rediscovered around 1700. Through constant further
development and improvement, it became the most widely
used building material of our time. New and innovative
applications make it an incredibly valuable design tool for
contemporary architectural concepts as its properties and
appearances can be influenced by the respective mixture of
components. The creative potential is almost inexhaustible.
As versatile as this malleable material presents itself, it
requires the skill and passion of its planners to create
esthetically convincing solutions. The publication shows the
enormous relevance and inimitable fascination of concrete in
impressive imagery and versed texts with all relevant facts.

Braun Publishing AG • HB • Architecture: professional practice • 280 x 240mm •
244pp

9783037682647

$80.00

For a long while, Lisbon was a sleeping beauty. From its
heyday in the 15th and 16th centuries, rooted in the Age of
Discovery, to the end of Salazar's dictatorial regime in 1974,
the city lived at a slower pace than the rest of Europe. With
its nomination as European Cultural Capital in 1994, it
suddenly found itself in the spotlight. At a time when
Lisbon's population and socio-economic fabric is undergoing
major transformations, Gonçalo Tavares and Fabrice
Moireau have captured the city's atmosphere and essence,
restoring its timeless magic, its unfailing charm and its
unrestrained modernity.

Editions Didier Millet Pte Ltd • HB • Individual artists, art monographs •
244 x 280mm • 92pp

9789814610827

$49.99

AUGUST 2020 NEW LEAD FOOD
The Sqirl Jam Book
(Jelly, Fruit Butter, and Others)
Jessica Koslow
A recipe collection of the James Beardnominated chef Jessica Koslow’s famed jams,
preserves, jellies, and breads
“This is food whose time has come,” declared
Mark Bittman about Sqirl, the much-beloved
Los Angeles restaurant that locals, tourists, and
critics alike all flock to. Sqirl all began with jamorganic, local, made from unusual combinations
of fruits, fragrant, and not overly sweet-the kind
of jam you eat with a spoon. The Sqirl Jam Book
collects Jessica Koslow’s signature recipes into
a cookbook that looks and feels like no other
preserving book out there, inspiring makers to
try their own hands at canning and creating.
With photography and a design bound to inspire
imitators, The Sqirl Jam Book will make you fall in
love with jam.
256 pages, 274 x 216 mm, 75 colour photographs (HB)
ISBN: 9781419735332			
Abrams

AU$49.99

The Keto Cure: The Essential 28 Day Low-Carb High-Fat Weight-Loss Plan
Professor Jürgen Vormann, Nico Stanitzok
The Keto Cure presents the succesful 28-day low-carb, high-fat, wight-loss plan that trains
your body to burn fat not glucose, reducing inflammation and encouraging sustained weight
loss. It includes a comprehensive introduction to the science behind the keto diet with clear
guidance on the vital fat, carb and protein ratio. With more that 85 simple and delicious
recipes covering everything from breakfast and dinner, to snacks and sweet treats.
176 pages, 240 x 171 mm, colour illustrations throughout (PB)
ISBN: 9781912827534			
Modern Books
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Orders: Alliance Distribution Services

AU$29.99
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Marvel Comics Mini-Books Collectible Boxed Set

Asian Waters

Marvel Entertainment

Humphrey Hawksley

Reprinted for the first time, the world's smallest comic
books-originally printed in 1966 and now enlarged to a more
readable size-in a seven-book collectable boxed set In 1966,
Marvel printed what the Guinness Book of World Records
certified as the world's smallest comic books. Smaller than a
postage stamp, and sold in gumball machines across the
country, these six books told the quirky origin stories of
Marvel's most beloved characters at that time: the Amazing
Spider-Man, the Incredible Hulk, the Mighty Thor, Captain
America, Sergeant Nick Fury, and Millie the Model.Marvel
Comics Mini-Books reproduces facsimile editions of all six
books in one affordable box set-along with a seventh book
written by Mark Evanier that details the history and creation
of these rare, vintage collectables.

Abrams ComicArts • HB • Popular culture • 153 x 102mm • 336pp

9781419743429

$45.00

9781419742439

$24.99

Viv Groskop

A memoir about one man's strange upbringing in a family
fanatically devoted to honesty Raised in what he
affectionately calls "our little honesty cult," Michael Leviton
was ingrained with his parents' core philosophy: You do not
tell any lies; you do not withhold the truth; and you speak
your mind always, regardless of how offensive or hurtful
your opinions may be. For young Michael, this freedom to
be yourself-despite being bullied and ostracized at schoolfelt liberating. By the time he was 29 years old, he had told
three lies in his entire life. But his parents' enthusiasm for
"just being honest" bordered on extreme. After Michael
graduated high school and left home, truth telling-in job
interviews, on dates, in social interactions-slowly lost its
luster. When the only woman who ever appreciated his
honesty brought this radical approach to truth into their
relationship, Michael decided it was time to embrace the
power of lying. To Be Honest is a quirky, tender, and wry
story of a man discovering what it means and how it feels
to lie in one's daily life.

Abrams Press • HB • Memoirs • 210 x 140mm • 304pp

$39.99

Medicine
Jean-Noel Fabiani
In the Middle Ages, surgery was performed by barbers,
owing to their skill with sharp instruments. In the mid-19th
century, a "grand exhibition" of the effects of laughing gas
inadvertently led to the discovery of anaesthesia. Three
decades later, Louis Pasteur enjoyed a crucial
breakthrough in his search for vaccinations because his
assistant decided, against his orders, to take a vacation. In
Medicine: A Graphic History, surgeon and professor of
medical history Jean-Noël Fabiani stitches together the
most significant and intriguing episodes from the history of
medicine, from chance breakthroughs to hard-fought
scientific discoveries. Spanning centuries and crossing
continents, this fast-paced and yet rigorously detailed
graphic novel guides us through one of the most wondrous
strands of human history, covering everything from bloodletting to organ donation, x-rays to prosthetics.

Self Made Hero • PB • Graphic novels: true stories & non-fiction • 240 x 170mm •
240pp

9781910593790

Abrams Press • PB • International relations • 210 x 140mm • 336pp

Au Revoir, Tristesse

To Be Honest
Michael Leviton

9781419743054

In the sphere of future global politics, no region will be as
hotly contested as the Asia-Pacific, where great power
interests collide amid the mistrust of unresolved conflicts
and disputed territory. Award-winning foreign
correspondent Humphrey Hawksley breaks down the
politics that he has followed through this region for years.
Can the United States and China handle the changing
balance of power peacefully? Do Japan, the Philippines,
South Korea, and Taiwan share enough common purpose
to create a NATO-esque multilateral alliance? Does China
think it can even become a superpower while making an
enemy of America? If so, how does it plan to achieve it?
Asian Waters delves into these topics and more as
Hawksley presents the most comprehensive and
accessible analysis ever of this region.

$35.00

A lighthearted look at how to bring more humor, happiness,
and joie de vivre into our lives through French literature
Like many people the world over, Viv Groskop wishes she
was a little more French. A writer, comedian, and journalist,
Groskop studied the language obsessively starting at age
11, and spent every vacation in France, desperate to
escape her Englishness and to have some French chic rub
off on her. In Au Revoir, Tristesse, Groskop mixes literary
history and memoir to explore how the classics of French
literature can infuse our lives with joie de vivre and teach
us how to say goodbye to sadness. From the frothy
hedonism of Colette and the wit of Cyrano de Bergerac to
the intoxicating universe of Marguerite Duras and the
heady passions of Les Liaisons dangereuses, this is a love
letter to great French writers. With chapters on Marcel
Proust, Victor Hugo, Gustave Flaubert, Stendhal, Honoré
de Balzac, Albert Camus, and of course Françoise Sagan,
this is a delectable read for book lovers everywhere.

Abrams Press • HB • Memoirs • 210 x 140mm • 256pp

9781419742989

$35.00

Coincidences

Party in the Back

Jonathan Higbee

Tino Razo

Photographer Jonathan Higbee spent years painstakingly
documenting fleeting juxtapositions on the streets of New
York. These intersections of passers-by, street signs,
billboards, and more take on new meaning and life through
the lens of Higbee’s camera: as a dancer on a stage of
trash, graffiti unfurling from a backpack, to even a giant
casually walking the streets of the city. Each photograph
captures the wit, joy, and surrealism of everyday life in a
sometimes chaotic world. Featuring new photographs, as
well as seminal photos from his initial series, Coincidences
is Higbee’s self-professed love letter to New York and its
moments of serendipity.

Anthology Editions • HB • Photography & photographs • 280 x 216mm • 192pp

9781944860257

$70.00

Death Magick Abundance
Akasha Rabut

Anthology Editions • HB • Photography & photographs • 254 x 270mm • 216pp

$70.00

The Beautiful Flower is the World
Jerry Hsu

9781944860035

$70.00

Dream Dance
Dream Dance: The Art of Ed Emshwiller is a catalog
released in conjunction with his first major monographic
exhibition at Lightbox Film Center and the Rosenwald-Wolf
Gallery in Philadelphia. With an immensely diverse body of
creative work in film, video, and visual art, Ed Emshwiller is
perhaps one of the most significant yet under-recognized
artists of the latter half of the 20th century. Emshwiller’s
career spanned abstract expressionist painting,
commercial illustration, film, video and computer art, and
collaborations with dancers, choreographers, and
composers. Highlighting his visual and fine art background,
this catalog includes early paintings, notes, film stills,
sketches, ephemera, and many early science fiction cover
paintings. Including artwork by Robert Beatty, Dream
Dance is a full scale investigation of Emshwiller’s legacy,
presenting his multidisciplinary oeuvre to a new generation
of audiences.

Anthology Editions • HB • Individual artists, art monographs • 254 x 191mm •
176pp

9781944860295

$49.99

Jane Dickson in Times Square
Jane Dickson

Legendary skateboarder and artist Jerry Hsu started his
blog, NAZI GOLD, in 2009 as a repository for the cell
phone photos he’d been collecting alongside his more
traditional photography and film practices: shots of friends
and strangers, roadside curiosities, and anything else that
seemed to merit instant sharing with both peers and the
public. In the ensuing years, the site grew from an exercise
in visual note-taking into a uniquely hysterical embodiment
of both Hsu’s keen artistic sense and his razor-sharp wit.
Documenting his journeys through the high and low
trappings of our culture, Hsu’s work captures everything
from bootleg t-shirts and bathroom stall graffiti to
unexpected truths and the occasional startling moment of
humanity. An unerringly creative and endlessly clever
chronicle of the deep ironies of our modern world, the
beautiful flower is the world collects the best of Hsu’s blog
photography into a compelling and immersive whole.

Anthology Editions • PB • Photography & photographs • 242 x 166mm • 288pp

9781944860226

Anthology Editions • HB • Photography & photographs • 280 x 216mm • 192pp

Ed Emshwiller

More than any party, parade, team, or disaster, New Orleans
is the people. The ones who persevere, survive, strengthen,
and transform the city in all its unceasing vibrancy. For
nearly a decade, photographer Akasha Rabut has
documented this thriving culture. In Death Magick
Abundance, her first book, she reveals the city’s spirit
through the pink smoke of the Caramel Curves, the first allfemale black motorcycle club; alongside the Southern
Riderz, urban cowboys on horseback in the streets; and
many others who represent the next generation of New
Orleans. Seeking to interpret and preserve a sacred cultural
heritage while redefining itself against a constantly shifting
landscape, Death Magick Abundance is a conduit for the
love and unending beauty of New Orleans and its people to
flow to the rest of the world.

9781944860271

Celebrated skateboarder Tino Razo has documented —
and shredded — abandoned backyard swimming pools
throughout Southern California. The resulting body of work,
showcased here for the first time in Tino’s book, elevates
itself beyond a bunch of thrill-seekers navigating the
suburban landscape, juxtaposing renegade sessions by
world class skateboarders with dramatic architectural
photographs of a lost American dream. Party in the Back,
is a lyrical photo-eulogy for this disappearing pool culture,
bathed in the golden Southern Californian light.

$55.00

Artist Jane Dickson is a deep-rooted and central voice in
New York City's complex creative history. In the late 1970s
and early ’80s, she was part of the movement joining the
legacies of downtown art, punk rock, and hip hop through
her involvement with the Colab art collective, the Fashion
Moda gallery, and legendary exhibitions including the Real
Estate Show and Times Square Show. In the midst of this
groundbreaking work, Dickson lived, worked and raised
two children in an apartment on 43rd Street and 8th
Avenue at a time when the neighborhood was at its most
infamous, crime-ridden, and spectacularly seedy. Through
it all, Jane photographed, drew and painted extraordinary
scenes of life in Times Square. These works, many of
which are reproduced here for the first time, include candid
documentary snapshots, roughly vibrant charcoal sketches,
and paintings created on surfaces ranging from sandpaper
to Brillo pads.

Anthology Editions • HB • Individual artists, art monographs • 299 x 223mm •
272pp

9781944860141

$80.00

California Trip

Unusual Sounds

Dennis Stock

David Hollander

In 1968, Magnum photographer Dennis Stock took a 5-week
road trip along the California highways, documenting the
height of the counterculture hippie scene. These black and
white photos were compiled to create California Trip,
originally published in 1970, and became an emblem of the
free love movement that continued to inspire throughout the
decades. In print for the first time since its 1970 publication,
California Trip is a faithful reproduction of Stock’s timeless
work.

Anthology Editions • PB • Photography & photographs • 293 x 216mm • 100pp

In the heyday of low-budget television and scrappy genre
filmmaking, producers who needed a soundtrack for their
commercial entertainments could reach for a selection of
library music: LPs of stock recordings whose contents fit
any mood required. Though at the time, the use of such
records was mostly a cost-cutting maneuver for
productions that couldn’t afford to hire their own composer,
the industry soon took on its own life: library publishers
became major financial successes, and much of the work
they released was truly extraordinary. In fact, many of
these anonymous or pseudonymous scores-on-demand
were crafted by the some of the greatest musical minds of
the late 20th century—expert musicians and innovative
composers who reveled in the freedoms offered,
paradoxically, by this most corporate of fields.

Anthology Editions • PB • Music • 267 x 216mm • 332pp

9781944860264

$55.00

Imaginary Concerts Vol. 2
Peter Coffin

Anthology Editions • HB • Typography & lettering • 305 x 223mm • 168pp

$49.99

Brian Blomerth's Bicycle Day
Brian Blomerth

13th Floor Elevators
Born out of a union of club bands on the burgeoning Austin
bohemian scene and a pronounced taste for hallucinogens,
the 13th Floor Elevators were formed in late 1965 when
lyricist Tommy Hall asked a local singer named Roky
Erickson to join up with his new rock outfit. Four years,
three official albums and countless acid trips later, it was
over: the Elevators' pioneering first run ended in a dizzying
jumble of professional mismanagement, internal
arguments, drug busts and forced psychiatric
imprisonments. In their short existence, however, the group
succeeded in blowing the lid off the budding musical
underground, logging early salvos in the counter-cultural
struggle against state authorities, and turning their deeply
hallucinogenic take on jug-band garage rock into a new
American institution called psychedelic music. Before the
hippies, before the punks, there were the 13th Floor
Elevators: an unlikely crew of outcast weirdo geniuses who
changed culture.

Anthology Editions • HB • Music • 280 x 216mm • 272pp

9781944860110

$70.00

A Dance with Fred Astaire
Jonas Mekas

Illustrator, musician and self-described “comic stripper”
Brian Blomerth has spent years combining classic
underground art styles with his bitingly irreverent visual wit
in zines, comics, and album covers. With Brian Blomerth’s
Bicycle Day, the artist has produced his most ambitious
work to date: a historical account of the events of April 19,
1943, when Swiss chemist Albert Hofmann ingested an
experimental dose of a new compound known as lysergic
acid diethylamide and embarked on the world’s first acid
trip. Combining an extraordinary true story told in
journalistic detail with the artist’s gritty, timelessly
Technicolor comix style, Brian Blomerth’s Bicycle Day is a
testament to mind expansion and a stunningly original
visual history.

Anthology Editions • PB • Graphic novels • 229 x 153mm • 150pp

9781944860240

$90.00

Paul Drummond

Artist Peter Coffin began his work with the iconic designs of
LA’s Colby Poster Printing Company in 2008. Over the
years, he solicited artists and friends to contribute their
dream concerts—invented lineups for impossible gigs—
and combined them with the colorful poster backgrounds.
This effort resulted in 2017’s Imaginary Concerts, a
collaborative monograph depicting show posters curated
from the lineups of more than 75 contributors. The result
was a stirring celebration of music’s vast conceptual
universe.Coffin’s roster of concert daydreamers includes
Yoko Ono, Sasha Frere-Jones, Lydia Lunch, Quasimoto
and many more. Featuring original typesetting by artist
Adam Turnbull, Imaginary Concerts Volume 1 and
2transports the reader further into Coffin’s uncannily
evocative, nostalgia-tinged and personally revealing realm
of musical what-ifs.

9781944860172

9781944860127

$49.99

Spirit of 76

A Dance with Fred Astaire is an extraordinary collection of
anecdotes and rare ephemera featuring a dizzying cast of
cultural icons both underground and mainstream, both
obscure and celebrated. Memories and diary entries,
conversations and insights into his work sit alongside
collages of beautifully reproduced postcards, newspaper
cuttings, film negatives, lists, posters and photographs,
envelopes and letters, book covers, telegrams, cartoons and
doodles. Mekas has kept and archived the artifacts of his life
as a cultural touchstone down to the minutiae, all of which is
brought together here in the form of a unique and fascinating
scrapbook of a life lived with the highest artistic commitment.

Anthology Editions • PB • Film, TV & radio • 254 x 204mm • 464pp

9781944860097

$90.00

We Ate the Acid

John Ingham

Joe Roberts

When punk first broke in the UK in 1976, music journalist
John Ingham was on hand to document the very heart of
the scene. Struck by the music, fashion and sheer
iconoclasm of a little-known outfit called the Sex Pistols,
Ingham conducted the first interview with the band, partied
with its members and even bailed Sid Vicious out of jail; he
also witnessed and documented the group’s evolution at
legendary gigs shared with other pioneering punk bands in
their earliest days, including the Damned, the Clash,
Subway Sect and more. The result is Spirit of 76: London
Punk Eyewitness, a revelatory collection of photography
and fly-on-the-wall reportage showcasing the punk
movement from its most raucous, bewildering beginnings.
Containing the only color photos from British punk’s first
wave alongside Ingham’s inimitable prose, this volume
constitutes a rare from-the-trenches report on the UK punk
explosion from one of its original participants. Here is the
story of a year made up as it happened, lived with
excitement and the belief that you could make the future
whatever you wanted it to be.

Artist Joe Roberts has spent more than a decade honing a
deeply unique and unapologetically hallucinogenic style of
art. Through paintings, drawings and mixed-media works,
Roberts navigates a world of cosmic imagery, pop cultural
detritus, and shifting geometric forms, bringing to life both
the creeping unease and the uncanny humor of the
psychedelic experience. Collecting over 100 new and
recent works along with an introduction by Hamilton Morris
(Hamilton’s Pharmacopeia), We Ate the Acid is the latest
product of Roberts’ visionary journeys and a testament to
his expansive, singular imagination.

Anthology Editions • HB • Individual artists, art monographs • 254 x 204mm •
192pp

Anthology Editions • HB • Photography & photographs • 280 x 216mm • 160pp

9781944860059

$70.00

9781944860196

$55.00

Do Angels Need Haircuts?
Lou Reed

Peter Watts

In August of 1970, 28-year-old Lou Reed quit the Velvet
Underground, moved home to Long Island, New York, and
embarked on a fascinating alternate creative path: poetry.
Spending months in relative isolation, the musician
refashioned himself, publicly vowing to never again play
rock and roll. Though his retirement from music wouldn't
last-only six months later he began recording his debut
solo album-Reed's passionate identification with the written
word was solidified, and would last the rest of his life. Do
Angels Need Haircuts? is an extraordinary snapshot of this
turning point in Reed's career. This book, the first to be
produced by the Lou Reed Archive, gathers poems,
photographs from the era as well as images from rare
poetry zines, providing a window to a little-known chapter
in the life of one of the most singular and uncompromising
voices in American popular culture.

Anthology Editions • HB • Poetry • 254 x 191mm • 80pp

9781944860219

$49.99

Feel the Music

Anthology Editions • HB • Sociology & anthropology • 315 x 318mm • 480pp

9781944860158

$120.00

Jack Womack

Paul Major has lived resolutely on the vanguard of musical
culture for nearly a half-century; as a pioneering record
collector turned eminent rock and roller, his influence is
vast, far-reaching and woefully unsung—until now. Feel the
Music traces Paul’s singular trajectory from his early days
in the Midwest, through his years in the New York punk
scene, and headlong into his trailblazing career as a
connoisseur of the weirdest records of all time.

Anthology Editions • HB • Music • 273 x 210mm • 272pp

$100.00

PRIMER

Flying Saucers Are Real! is a catalogue of the Jack
Womack UFO library and a history of one of the 20th
century’s most pervasive subcultures. The collection
presents an unknown wealth of images taken from midcentury flying saucer books and extensive text by authorcollector Womack outlining the history of the UFO
phenomenon and opining on the selections. With an
introduction by science fiction author William Gibson.

Anthology Editions • PB • Science fiction • 280 x 216mm • 288pp

9781944860004

$70.00

Imaginary Concerts Vol. 1

Matthew Craven

Peter Coffin

Utilizing found images from textbooks along with his own
geometric patterns, Matthew Craven’s collages and
illustrations seek to create a new handmade universe,
juxtaposing imagery from different cultures and time
periods to celebrate commonalities. Photographs of
archaeological remains and the natural world are overlaid
on colorful tiled backgrounds drawn on the back of vintage
movie posters, to create a hypnotic and mesmerizing
vernacular of symbols and designs. Featuring an
introduction by LACMA curator Leslie Jones, Primer, is the
first publication of Craven’s art and a reconfiguration of
traditional historical narratives inspired by obsessive
formations.

Anthology Editions • HB • Individual artists, art monographs • 318 x 235mm •
200pp

9781944860189

Julio Mario Santo Domingo (1957-2009) was a collector
and visionary who filled his homes and warehouses with
the world’s greatest private collection related to the
subjects of drugs, sex, magic, and rock and roll. A library of
more than 100,000 items, it contained everything from rare
manuscripts and photos to posters, bottles, letters, opium
pipes, and pinball machines. Exploring the innumerable
influences of mind-enhancing drugs on art, science, and
politics over the centuries, Santo Domingo’s collection
contained work by diverse figures including Andy Warhol,
Timothy Leary, Sigmund Freud, the Marquis de Sade,
Charles Baudelaire, Allen Ginsberg, the Rolling Stones,
Aleister Crowley, and many more. This extraordinary
collection is vividly documented in Altered States: The
Library of Julio Santo Domingo.

Flying Saucers Are Real!

Paul Major

9781944860073

Altered States

$70.00

To Make Their Own Way in the World: The Enduring Legacy of the Zealy
Daguerreotypes
Ilisa Barbash and Molly Rogers
To Make Their Own Way in the World is a profound
consideration of some of the most challenging images in
the early history of photography. The fifteen
daguerreotypes-made in 1850 by photographer Joseph T.
Zealy-portray Alfred, Delia, Drana, Fassena, Jack, Jem,
and Renty, men and women of African descent who were
enslaved in South Carolina. Since 1976, when the
daguerreotypes were rediscovered at Harvard University's
Peabody Museum, the photographs have been the subject
of intense and widespread study. To Make Their Own Way
in the World features essays by prominent scholars who
explore everything from the photographs' historical context
and the "science" of race to the ways in which photography
created a visual narrative of slavery and its effects.
Multidisciplinary, deeply collaborative, and with more than
two hundred illustrations, including new photography by
contemporary artist C arrie Mae Weems, this book frames
the Zealy daguerreotypes as works of urgent contemporary
inquiry.

Downtown Los Angeles’s Colby Poster Printing Co.
famously churned out their iconic “show print” posters from
1946 until 2012. Peter Coffin’s Imaginary Concerts grew
out of experimenting with the print shop’s patent eyeballattracting inks and exhibiting a series of eighty text-less
posters in Colby’s tricolor gradient style, allowing the
viewer to “what if...?” imaginary line ups into existence.
After displaying the posters worldwide, Coffin enticed a
handful of artists, authors, and otherwise daydreamers to
depict their wildest concert bills in black letterpress. Copublished with Printed Matter, Imaginary Concerts collects
and displays over 70 submissions against the hazy,
horizontal color bands encouraging your cranium to creep
its deepest concert fantasies.

Anthology Editions • HB • Typography & lettering • 305 x 223mm • 168pp

9781944860165

$49.99

The Ongoing Ballad: Aperture 239
Michael Famighetti
Published in 1986, Nan Goldin’s Ballad of Sexual
Dependency, with its fresh, unflinching portrayal of the
photographer’s circle of friends, dramatically changed the
course of photography. Decades on, the series retains its
searing power, influencing new generations of artists.
Goldin herself remains a bold, singular force in our culture.
Recently, she has taken on the Sackler family, shining a
light on their role in creating America’s opioid crisis.
Goldin’s trenchant activism is a reminder of the artist’s
power to effect social change. The Ongoing Ballad issue of
Aperture magazine is organized around the themes
contained within the original ballad—intimacy, friendship,
community, love, sex, trauma, music—while also honoring
the urgent role of the artist as a force for cultural and social
change.

Aperture Foundation • PB • Photography & photographs • 305 x 235mm • 0pp

Aperture Foundation • HB • Photographs: collections • 235 x 163mm • 448pp

9781597114783

$100.00

9781597114844

$39.99

Cahiers d’Art 2018

Hilti Art Foundation. The Collection. Vol. II

Rémi Labrusse, Jean-Louis Cohen, Miquel Barceló, Rosa Maria Mallet, Elisa
Sclaunick, Hans Ulrich Obrist, Helen Marten, Koo Jeong A, Karel Malich
This issue of the new revue, under the direction of Rémi
Labrusse, revisits the relationship between Miró and Cahiers
d'Art through an anthology of the most beautiful texts
published in the revue. It also provides insight into the great
originality of Miró's primitivism and a discovery of two
collections of the artist: the objects that filled his studio, and
the unpublished paintings that he added into certain books
in his library. An essay by Élisa Sclaunick is dedicated to
Miró's unpublished correspondence with writer Jacques
Dupin. A text by Jean-Louis Cohen pays tribute to the
architect José-Luis Sert who created the buildings of the
Palma studio and the Barcelona Foundation, while Rosa
Maria Mallet returns to the history of the Miró
Foundation.SHORT DISCOUNT 25% - FIRM SALE

Editions Cahiers d'Art • PB • Individual artists, art monographs • 315 x 245mm •
176pp

9782851173010

$155.00

Hirmer
The private art collection of the Hilti Art Foundation includes
over 200 top-quality paintings, sculptures and photographs
from Classic Modernism to the present day. Volume 2 of the
two-part catalogue of the collection presents 120 selected
works from the middle of the twentieth century to the present
day, from Josef Albers to Thomas Struth. The part of the
collection shown in Volume 2 contains in particular abstract
and concrete art from 1950 to the present day which focuses
on material, surface, space and movement as well as form,
colour, rhythm and light. It includes works by Fontana, Klein,
Manzoni, Uecker, Mack and Colombo as well as Albers, Bill,
Fruhtrunk, von Graevenitz, Richter and Sonnier. There are
major work complexes by Gottfried Honegger, Gotthard
Graubner, Imi Knoebel and Sean Scully. A special position is
occupied by photographs by Thomas Struth with their
content aimed at civilisation and technology as well as
nature and culture.

Hirmer Verlag GmbH • HB • History of art & design styles: from c 1900 - •
300 x 235mm • 320pp

9783777433431

$90.00

The Aesthetics of Marble from Late Antiquity to the Present

MFA Highlights: Arts of South Asia

Dario Gamboni, Gerhard Wolf, Jessica Richardson

Laura Weinstein

Marble has been a material of choice and a subject of
reflection for millennia. Its geology, history, and economics
are well known, but its aesthetics remain understudied.
While the iconology of materials highlights their semantic
properties, this volume contributes to a historical
phenomenology and anthropology of materials. It brings
together theoretical propositions and empirical case studies
from Late Antiquity to the present.

Hirmer Verlag GmbH • HB • Sculpture • 280 x 220mm • 380pp

9783777434483

$110.00

The Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, is home to an important
collection of artworks from South Asia that spans a large
geographical area - comprising India and the countries that
surround it - and more than four millennia. Among these
objects are expressive figures in bronze and stone,
dazzlingly intricate miniature paintings, luxury textiles and
exquisite metalwork. Arranged thematically around dualities
of art and craft, sacred and secular, Hindu and Muslim, real
and ideal, male and female, and local and foreign - reflecting
and challenging the dualistic thinking often applied to South
Asian art - these works of art reveal the richness and depth
of South Asian art and culture.

MFA Publications • PB • Oriental art • 228 x 178mm • 184pp

9780878468720

$29.99

Japan

St James's Palace

Rachel Peat

Simon Thurley, Rufus Bird, Michael Turner

This fascinating publication tells the story of 335 years of
British royal contact with Japan, from 1603 to c.1937. It
explores how exquisite decorative arts were central both to
direct diplomatic relations and to indirect cultural connection.
Its major theme is of princely contact, distinguished by the
royal tours and personal gift exchange, which reached their
zenith in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
Featuring new research on previously unpublished works,
including lacquer, armour, embroidery and metalwork, this
book showcases the exquisite craftsmanship of these
beautiful objects, and the local materials, techniques and
tradition behind them, within the context of three centuries of
Japanese-British relations.

Royal Collection Trust • HB • Asian history • 270 x 235mm • 320pp

9781909741683

$100.00

St James's Palace is the least well-known of the royal
residences, despite having been the principal seat of the
British monarchy between 1698 and 1837. In this book, the
first modern history of the palace, the authors shed precious
light on a remarkable building. The publication takes a
chronological approach, exploring the palace's role as the
home to the heir to the throne before 1714; its impact on the
development of London and the West End during the late
Stuart period; and how St James's accidentally became the
principal residence of the English monarchy after the Palace
of Whitehall burnt down in 1698. The disposition of the Royal
Collection at St James's is chronicled as the book follows
the fortunes of the palace through the Victorian, Edwardian
and Elizabethan periods, taking the story up to the year
2000.

Royal Collection Trust • HB • Museum, historic sites, gallery & art guides •
300 x 245mm • 308pp

9781909741591

Connectedness: an incomplete encyclopedia of anthropocene

Alfons Mucha

Marianne Krogh

Wilfried Rogasch

$150.00

Today we live in what geologists have named the
Anthropocene. The Earth has entered a new geological
epoch, and the climate crisis is a reality. The crisis is so
substantial and complex that our existing knowledge of
environmental disasters is insufficient. Without the
realization that we, as human beings, are intimately
connected to all other kinds of life, we are guilty of a
collective sin of omission by ignoring the fundamental
connectedness of humanity and nature. Connectedness
includes a diverse selection of contributions, including
Björk, Greta Thunberg, Donna Haraway and Tomas
Saraceno, that brings many perspectives and disciplines
into the discussion to the crucial period in which we are
currently living.

At the beginning of the twentieth century, when Alfons
Mucha went to the United States for four years as a
lecturer, the world-famous poster designer, Art-Nouveau
book illustrator, designer, photographer and painter was
greeted with enthusiasm. Mucha is regarded as one of the
most important representatives of Jugendstil; he knew how
to move between the various genres more skilfully than
virtually any other artist of his day. After training as a stage
decorator in Vienna, Mucha travelled via Munich to Paris.
There he created a stir in the 1890s with his stylistically
refined and elegantly executed posters. These designs
were not only his artistic breakthrough; they also
revolutionised the aesthetic of what was still a new
medium.

Strandberg Publishing • HB • Social & cultural anthropology, ethnography •
247 x 170mm • 304pp

Hirmer Verlag GmbH • HB • Individual artists, art monographs • 205 x 140mm •
80pp

9788793604865

$80.00

9783777434889

$19.99

Akram Khan: The Fury of beautiful things

Anne Samat

Akram Khan, Farooq Chaudhry

Rosa Maria Falvo and Leeza Ahmady

Founded 20 years ago in London by the dancer and
choreographer Akram Khan and the producer Farooq
Chaudhry, Akram Khan Company has become one of the
most dynamic troupes on the international contemporary
dance scene. Trained in Kathak, Khan has created an
innovative choreographic language that fuses the vocabulary
of traditional Indian dance with contemporary dance. His
performances also feature collaborators from a vast array of
disciplines: he has collaborated with the dancer Sylvie
Guillem, the actress Juliette Binoche, the artists Antony
Gormley and Anish Kapoor, the choreographer and dancer
Sidi Larbi Cherkaoui, Israel Galvan and Kylie Minogue,
among others. This beautifully illustrated book is the first
monograph on Khan, appraising two decades of his
ceaseless production and the 26 pieces created by Akram
Khan Company since its foundation.

Actes Sud • HB • Dance • 260 x 249mm • 268pp

9782330130084

$110.00

This is a comprehensive survey of Anne Samat's work over
the last two decades. Samat is an internationally recognised
pioneer in contemporary weaving, blending Malaysian
Songket textiles with her own unique visual language and
interpretations. Using intricately woven textiles, synthetic
fibres, rattan sticks and many other found and household
objects, she creates colourful and elaborate totems that are
inspired by ancient Southeast Asian legends, her own
familial lineage, and the rich cultural diversity existing in
Malaysia today. Samat's work characteristically merges the
old with the new, and her special interest in historical
narratives and rituals is quite literally woven into her
magnificent 'textile sculptures'. Her art practice also aims to
create a seamless confluence between feminine and
masculine energies, as she re-imagines gender constructs
and power structures residing in all politized realms. By
extension, Samat's artworks can be considered markers of
fundamental human rights, such as personal freedom, equal
opportunities, and the pursuit of one's own happiness.

Skira Editore S.p.A • HB • Art styles not defined by date • 290 x 240mm • 224pp

9788857242576

$70.00

The Breish Collection of Modern and Contemporary Arab Art

Gianfranco Zappettini

Louisa Macmillan and Abdul Magid Breish

Martin Holman, Klaus Honnef, Paola Valente

AbdulMagid Breish describes journey and how he became
an art collector, as well as his passionate belief that any
collector bears a cultural responsibility to support his
regional and local art scene: in his case, the Arab world
and Libya in particular. Breish also offers a frank
assessment of the pitfalls of investing in art from a part of
the world where provenance issues can often arise, yet he
describes how building connections within the artworld can
mitigate this. From auction houses to galleries, to the
artists themselves, he is especially keen on fostering
relationships to increase personal involvement. In his case,
his friendship with various artists has led to commissioning
artworks directly and inspiring artistic practice indirectly.
Breish's approach is novel, yet it provides young collectors
with an alternative strategy for collecting and offers advice
for what to look out for and avoid, as well as how to
progress within the stages of collecting to become a fullfledged patron of the arts.

Skira Editore S.p.A • HB • Exhibition catalogues & specific collections •
250 x 240mm • 320pp

9788857242675

$120.00

Gianfranco Zappettini is one of the most relevant living
abstract Italian painters. He was one of the founders of the
Analytic Painting international movement in the 1970s and
was exhibited in public museums in Europe and in
"documenta 6" in Kassel in 1977. The London exhibition
will display some completely new series of works, which all
deal with the symbolic meaning of gold, not intended as a
luxury material, but in a metaphysical sense of spiritual
perfection. The works will have the colour gold as fil-rouge
of the installation and will have eastern doctrines like
Taosim, Zen and Sufism as philosophical ground, being
Zappettini a deep connoisseur of them.

Skira Editore S.p.A • HB • Individual artists, art monographs • 280 x 240mm •
176pp

9788857242699

$59.99

Give It All

Why Photography?

Yasushi Handa

Brian Sholis, Susanne Østby Sæther

Diana Vishneva is a world class athlete and testament of
total dedication to the Art of Ballet. An art that can be
achieved only by way of stoic discipline, painful training and
personal sacrifice. Only a year after winning the Gold Medal
at Prix de Lausanne in 1994, Diana became the principle
dancer at The Mariinsky Theater. From there, her
exceptional skills allowed her to begin a truly international
career with performances at the Opera in Paris, at La Scala
in Milan, at the Bayerisches Staatsballett, to name just a
few. From the year 2005 until 2017, Diana has been a
principal dancer at the American Ballet Theater in New York.
Yasushi Handa has decided to make a photographic
account of her recent past and telling the story of her
present. Glimpses of Russian society are photographed as a
symbolic backdrop for the story of this book.

Skira Editore S.p.A • HB • Individual photographers • 300 x 240mm • 200pp

9788857240305

$100.00

Henie Onstad Kunstsenter has been groundbreaking for
almost 50 years in presenting new and experimental art, and
is a historical place for photography in Norway. Edited by
MELK together with Susanne Østby Sæther (HOK), Why
Photography? highlights and goes into depth on the current
generation of photographers and functions as a reference
publication for the years to come. They ask artists to state,
with words and images, how they see and relate to
photography as a technical apparatus, and why they have
chosen photography as well as the potential future of the
medium. Rather than being a classic scholarly publication,
the goal is to release a visual manifesto that outlines many
and varied viewpoints from every corner of the globe.

Skira Editore S.p.A • HB • Photography & photographs • 240 x 170mm • 280pp

9788857242668

$70.00

The Way Out

Peter Schuyff

Marco Campelli

Edoardo Bonaspetti, Richard Hell

New York's soul is told through the faces and stories of
people living outside Manhattan. A metropolitan story of
powerful impact that becomes the rhetorical figure of an
inward journey. Ducati Diavel is the powerful means, thanks
to which this escape can indeed happen for anyone wishing
to break all the rules and leave behind their conventional
lifestyle in search of physical and spiritual freedom. The
artistic hub of Bushwick, life under the bridges in Queens
and Harlem, the creative exclusivity of Williamsburg and the
views of Manhattan from Dumbo and Long Island set the
stage for a tale told through powerful photos made even
more intense by the human aspect of the characters.

Skira Editore S.p.A • HB • Photography & photographs • 280 x 240mm • 160pp

9788857242774

$65.00

"Peter Schuyff is a fascinating little bastard and he presents
a good opportunity for thinking about painting. Painting is
personal. There are no ultimate truths about it. Much of the
most perceptive writing about painting, especially new
painting, in the last 200 years has been produced by poetsBaudelaire, Rilke, Apollinaire, Ashbery, Ricard-rather than
trained "experts" because what there is that's interesting to
say about it is best accessible via the language skills and
sophistication and sensitivity to subtleties of perception and
consciousness cultivated by poets. I am not a poet, but I
almost am, and I claim legitimacy as an art writer by the
same token: nobody knows what is interesting in art except
the person who can persuade you they do." - Richard Hell

Skira Editore S.p.A • PB • Individual artists, art monographs • 270 x 210mm •
128pp

9788857241043

$55.00

Obra Gruesa / Rough Work (bilingual edition)
Alan Chandler, Hans Ulrich Obrist, Moises Puente, Ricardo Serpell
Smiljan Radic is famous for his architectural designs, but
especially for one attention drawing coup: in 2014, his
Serpentine, designed to look like a gigantic stone,
astonished visitors. This building was in no way his first
stroke of genius, however. Radic has long been a superstar
in his home country of Chile, thanks to numerous small and
large projects such as the regional theater Bíobío or the
house he dedicated to Le Cobusier's Poème de l'angle droit.
Using minimal means, he creates extraordinary spaces. His
architectural structures are like sculptures that respond to
their environments. Obra Gruesa/Rough Work presents
twenty-four key works produced between 1990 and 2015.
Richly illustrated, with countless conceptual sketches and
construction drawings, this edition contains two new essays
by Moises Puente and the famous Swiss curator Hans Ulrich
Obrist.

Hatje Cantz Verlag • PAM • Architectural structure & design • 290 x 290mm • 0pp

9783775747103

$120.00

Thomas Neumann. Exakte Vertrauensgrenzen / Exact Confidence Limits
Fotografie seit 1994 / Photography since 1994
Durs Grünbein, Eva Pluharova-Grigiene, Karl Schlögel, Neil Holt
Since the 1990s, Thomas Neumann has been travelling
through the countries of the former Soviet Union, taking
pictures. The artworks and travel photos he has created
have now found their way into the volume Exakte
Vertrauensgrenzen. In it the photographer tracks the
spheres of images and meaning at the sites of Soviet
socialism, after the system's promises of progress and a
brilliant future dissolved. His own background allows him to
travel with a certain amount of knowledge and experience,
as well as a dose of sceptical curiosity. Questions arise
about himself and how he is embedded in the collective
experiences of an ideological system designed to last
forever, but which came to an abrupt end, instead.
Neumann's archive does not offer a coherent narrative. His
low-key pictorial observations invite viewers to accompany
him on a journey whose interpretation remains open-ended.

Hatje Cantz Verlag • HB • Individual artists, art monographs • 290 x 215mm •
128pp

9783775747592

$80.00

Nathan Peter

Körper. Blicke. Macht. / Body. Gaze. Power. (Bilingual edition)

Louisa Elderton, Tim Smith-Laing

Hendrik Bündge, Alain Chevalier, Francis Coraboeuf, Camille Faucourt, Luc Forgeret,
Luisa Heese, Florence Hudowicz, Sophie Motsch, Sophie Padel-Imbaud, Carolin
Potthast, Benedikt Seerieder, Lukas Toepfer

Nathan Peter lets the ornament balance on the thin line
between the figurative and the abstract. His still lifes are
confronted with repetitive forms or reveal a recurring pattern.
Sometimes the meandering movement seems to take up the
entire pictorial space. But more than just color and form are
integrated into these repetitive rows. The canvas itself
becomes the most strongly expressive figure. It becomes
permeable, creating folds or fluidly taking in the space,
which is cut into strips like a sophisticated network. Thus,
Peter creates an oeuvre of abstract objects and painted
installations that dissolve the boundaries between genres
with virtuosity. This publication is the first to offer a
comprehensive view of the artist's fascinating work.

Hatje Cantz Verlag • PB • Individual artists, art monographs • 280 x 220mm •
144pp

9783775747226

$70.00

At the center of the project Body, Gaze, Power: A Cultural
History of the Bath is a global social practice that is as old
as humankind itself. Even though it has always been
associated with cleansing rituals, what is revealed here are
centuries of bathing references that go far beyond such
topics as hygiene, health, and wellness. In fact, as the site
where the act of bathing occurs, the bathroom has always
been ideologically, religiously, socially, and culturally
charged, and it remains so to this day. The catalogue
features objects and works of art from various epochs,
lands, and cultures, from seventeenth-century barber's
bowls, heaters, or nineteenth-century hammam sandals, to
works by artists ranging from Albrecht Dürer to David
Hockney, Thomas Demand to Zoe Leonard. Besides the
many illustrations, informative texts help readers to
immerse themselves in the pleasures of various bathing
cultures.

Hatje Cantz Verlag • HB • Individual artists, art monographs • 330 x 230mm •
264pp

9783775747257

Richard Shiff. Sensuous Thoughts

David Byrd

Hatje Cantz Verlag

Hatje Cantz Verlag

What happens when you not only observe one of the most
famous artists of our time, but do so in the company of one
of the best art historians, as well? You get an unusual
publication, the reading of which opens the eyes in the
truest sense of the phrase. In this book the American art
historian Richard Shiff-with his gaze schooled in
phenomenology and his sense of detail-joins readers for a
look at the exceptional art of Donald Judd. These essays
open up a multi-layered, sumptuous panorama of the
American artist's oeuvre. Without drawing attention to
themselves, the essays completely aid in the perception of
Judd's art. Shiff's rich framework allows it to shine brightly
in constantly new, yet unique ways.

Hatje Cantz Verlag • PB • Individual artists, art monographs • 205 x 150mm •
296pp

9783775747509

$60.00

$100.00

A poignant look into the psychological depths of the human
mind-its possibilities and fragility. This is the impressive
and sensitive legacy of the painter David Byrd. The artist
joined the army during World War II and later worked as an
orderly in the psychiatric ward of a Veterans hospital in
Upstate New York. From 1958 to 1988, Byrd's keen
observation of this world, filled with the crowded histories of
its troubled patients, was recorded in the artist's
sketchbook. This publication is a replica of the deeply
personal, creative, and revelationary journal examining the
human experience and its potential for pain and alienation
on the fringe. Byrd's work was not publicly exhibited until
2013, only a few months before his death-an omission that
seems absurd in the face of such a powerful output of
artwork expressing the artist's perspective as a veteran
himself and his empathy toward those living with
psychological trauma.

Hatje Cantz Verlag • HB • Individual artists, art monographs • 0pp

9783775747264

$90.00

TOP 10 BESTSELLER LIST FROM MARCH 2020
ALL SOR UNTIL 31 AUGUST 2021

TOP 10 ADULT BEST-SELLERS
1. Secret Garden

2. Design Lives Here

ISBN: 9781780671062
AU$19.95

ISBN: 9781760760175
AU$59.99

3. Plant Tribe

AU$49.99

ISBN: 9781419740411

4. An Australian Garden

AU$70.00

ISBN: 9781760760939

5.Make a Living Living

AU$29.99

ISBN: 9781786275820

6. London in Bloom

AU$29.99

ISBN: 9781419730788

7. The Art of Cake

AU$24.99

ISBN: 9781760760755

8. Chanel Catwalk

AU$100.00

ISBN: 9780500518366

9. The Flower Expert

AU$34.99

ISBN: 9781760760816

10.Louis Vuitton Catwalk

AU$100.00

ISBN: 9780500519943

TOP 10 KIDS BEST-SELLERS
1. You Might Find Yourself

2. In My Heart

ISBN: 9781760760335
AU$24.99

ISBN: 9781419713101
AU$21.99

3. The Weed

AU$24.99

ISBN: 9781849766883

4. Dinosaur Bingo

AU$24.99

ISBN: 9781786272416

5. Why Do I Feel Like This?

AU$19.99

ISBN: 9780500652329

6. Bob Goes Pop

AU$24.99

ISBN: 9781786274908

7. Paolo, Emperor of Rome

AU$24.99

ISBN: 9781419741098

8. Baby Up, Baby Down

AU$11.99

ISBN: 9781419740916

9. With My Daddy

AU$21.99

ISBN: 9781419728228

10. Ocean Bingo

AU$35.00

ISBN: 9781786272515
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AUGUST 2020 NEW RELEASES FOR KIDS
Collect the whole Block
Book series!
Alphablock
ISBN: 9781419709364
AU$21.99
Countablock
ISBN: 9781419713743
AU$21.99
Cityblock
ISBN: 9781419721892
AU$21.99
Dinoblock
ISBN: 9781419716744
AU$21.99

Buildablock
ISBN: 9781419725692
AU$21.99
Farmblock
ISBN: 9781419738258
AU$21.99
Marvel Alphablock
ISBN: 9781419735882
AU$21.99

Disney Block:
Magical Moments for Fans of Every Age
Peskimo

Star Wars Block
ISBN: 9781419728310
AU$21.99

The magical next book of the bestselling Abrams Block Book
series!

Disney’s classic animated films come to life in the latest title in the Abrams Block Book series! Each magical
spread showcases beloved characters and unforgettable moments every fan should know, making this book
perfect for the youngest Disney fans as well as seasoned collectors. As in previous Block Book titles, this
title will include die-cut pages and the stylish art of British design team Peskimo.
102 pages, 159 x 134 mm, full colour illustrations throughout (board book)
ISBN: 9781419740572					
Abrams Appleseed

AU$21.99
Represented by: Thames & Hudson Australia
Orders: Alliance Distribution Services

t +61 3 9646 7788
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AUGUST 2020 NEW RELEASES FOR KIDS
Why Do Cats Meow? Curious Questions About
Your Favourite Pet
Dr Nick Crumpton
Why Do Cats Meow? is the second book in the series of natural
history books for children that answer curious questions about
favourite and familiar pets. The book highlights the qualities of
different types of cats, and answers some of the more curious
questions children have about cats, including: why do cats like
scratching things? Why do cats like bringing us dead things?
and Why do cats have wet noses? Through the book, children
will come to understand what’s so unique about a cat’s body
and its behaviour and why they deserve to be well cared for.
The book also profiles famous cats from history and popular
culture, including the cat-headed Egyptian goddess Bastet and
Larry, Chief Mouser to the Cabinet Office, who lives and works
at 10 Downing Street in London. By incorporating zoological
information about the feline species with stories from history,
art, religion and popular culture, Why Do Cats Meow? celebrates
why cats have been such dear pets to us for centuries.
48 pages, 300 x 230 mm, colour illustrations throughout (HB)
ISBN: 9780500652381				
Thames & Hudson

AU$24.99

Sunshine: A Story about the City of New York
Ludwig Bemelmans
A classic picture book from 1950 by the creator of Madeline,
Ludwig Bemelmans.
This enchanting picture book tells the story of a music teacher
whose greedy landlord is foiled in his efforts to evict her on
Christmas Eve. In so doing, as the original cover copy states,
it presents: ‘a unique guide to New York C ity, showing its
landmarks as they could only be seen through the eyes of
Ludwig Bemelmans... Sunshine is pure Bemelmans of the most
irresistible variety. The story, which concerns a children’s music
school - and umbrellas! - has the gentle touch of Madeline, as well
as some thoroughly ridiculous situations. At the same time, adults
all too familiar with the housing shortage will join the children in
applauding when the gentle little music school teacher outwits a
landlord who “doesn’t permit cats or doggies or people who have
noisy hobbies”. And everyone will rejoice in the happy ending to
this delightful story.’
48 pages, 304 x 226 mm, colour illustrations throughout (HB)
ISBN: 9780500652350			
Thames & Hudson

AU$24.99
Represented by: Thames & Hudson Australia
Orders: Alliance Distribution Services
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Vegetables in Halloween Costumes
Jared Chapman

Marvel Classic Sticker Book
Marvel Entertainment

It's Halloween! All the vegetables are excited to dress up for
Carrot's Halloween party. There are spooky costumes and
scary costumes. Costumes for feeling fancy and costumes
for feeling goofy. But which costume should Carrot wear?
DINGDONG! Guests are arriving, but Carrot's still wearing
underwear! At the very last second, which costume will
Carrot grab? This next board book in the Vegetables series
delivers lots of laughs and celebrates the silliness and fun of
dressing up all year round.

More than 250 vintage stickers featuring Marvel's classic
heroes and villains! The Marvel Classic Sticker Book is the
first to feature iconic, vintage stickers, including images
from the comics and trading cards, published in time for the
company's 80th anniversary. Showcasing all of your
favorite heroes and villains, the book includes five doublesided pull-out posters so you can make your own unique
sticker creations on one side, or create your own posters
and comics on the other. Whether you are a lifelong Marvel
Comics fan, or if you are just discovering these iconic
comic book characters, the Marvel Classic Sticker Book is
the perfect package for fans of all ages to enjoy!

Abrams Appleseed • Picture storybooks • 178 x 178mm • 22pp
Abrams Books for Young Readers • PB • Sticker & stamp books • 267 x 204mm •
76pp

9781419746741

$14.99
9781419743436

Ghoulia and the Ghost with No Name (Book #3)
Barbara Cantini

Amulet Books • HB • Horror & ghost stories, chillers (Children's / Teenage) •
210 x 140mm • 64pp

$14.99

The Bog Beast (Big Foot and Little Foot #4)
Ellen Potter

Fourteen year old Quinn Parker knows there's something
off about Goodie Lane. More specifically, about the
neighbors. She calls them "the Oldies" because they've
lived there as long as anyone can remember, but they
never seem to age. When her dad was alive, they'd come
up with all sorts of theories about the Oldies: maybe they
were day vampires, or they'd perfected a fountain of youth,
or they were upgrading their body parts with new ones.
After her dad's death, Quinn still keeps an eye on the
Oldies and recruits Mike-her neighbor and maybe crush-to
help get to the bottom of this mystery. But the more they
learn about the Oldies, the weirder things seem. And when
she sees one of the Oldies whizzing past them with legs
that have a birthmark identical to Quinn's dad's, they
realize just how horrifying the truth may be.

Amulet Books • HB • Horror & ghost stories, chillers (Children's / Teenage) •
204 x 140mm • 272pp

9781419746925

$24.99

The Backstagers and the Theater of the Ancients (Backstagers #2)
Andy Mientus

It's a big day for Hugo, Boone, and the students at the
Academy for Curious Squidges (a Squidge is a young
Sasquatch). Today's the day they'll get their Bimbling
Badge, which allows them to explore the North Woods on
their own. But humans, snakes, and sinkholes aren't the
only things they have to look out for! The legend of a
lizardlike monster lurking in the swamp is enough to spook
any young Sasquatch. When Hugo, Boone, and Gigi find
themselves stranded in the middle of Ripple Worm River,
they discover that there are more mysterious creatures in
the North Woods than they'd bargained for.

Amulet Books • HB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage) • 204 x 140mm •
128pp

9781419743221

The Stitchers (Fright Watch #1)
Lorien Lawrence

Ghoulia, Auntie Departed, and Tragedy the greyhound are
back for another adventure at Crumbling Manor! They're
preparing for the annual Dead but Not Departed New
Year's Eve party. A young ghost arrives, and he seems to
be fading away. Turns out, the ghost has forgotten his own
name and is in danger of vanishing entirely-all because
there's no one left alive who remembers him. Not on
Ghoulia's watch! If she can help the ghost figure out his
name, she'll be able to keep him safe. But will Ghoulia be
able to discover the truth before it's too late? With all the
hijinks and Tim Burton-style art that made Books #1 and #2
fan favorites, Book #3 is sure to deliver!

9781419746888

$19.99

$19.99

After all the backstage ghost drama during Phantasm,
things are quiet at St. Genesius Prep. Too quiet. But when
that quiet is filled by a mysterious voice that haunts the
Backstagers day and night, they set off on a globe-trotting
adventure to discover the ancient secrets of the legendary
artifacts of the theater. Can they solve the mystery in time
to open their production of the rock musical Tammy? Each
Backstager brings unique skills to the team: Mischievous
Sasha is impossibly positive, no-nonsense Aziz makes
sure everything runs smoothly, whiz-kid Beckett is a
perfectionist through and through, flirtatious Hunter knows
the backstage better than anyone, and sweet Jory can
think his way through any problem. Effortlessly inclusive
and full of adventure, The Backstagers and the Theater of
the Ancients is sure to have readers calling, "Encore!"

Amulet Paperbacks • PB • Horror & ghost stories, chillers (Children's /
Teenage) • 204 x 140mm • 208pp

9781419742705

$13.99

On the Edge of Gone

Lumberjanes: Ghost Cabin (Lumberjanes #4)

Corinne Duyvis

Mariko Tamaki

A thrilling, thought provoking novel from one of young adult
literature's boldest new talents. January 29, 2035. That's
the day the comet is scheduled to hit-the big one. Denise
and her mother and sister, Iris, have been assigned to a
temporary shelter outside their hometown of Amsterdam to
wait out the blast, but Iris is nowhere to be found, and at
the rate Denise's drug addicted mother is going, they'll
never reach the shelter in time. A last minute meeting leads
them to something better than a temporary shelter-a
generation ship, scheduled to leave Earth behind to
colonize new worlds after the comet hits. But everyone on
the ship has been chosen because of their usefulness.
Denise is autistic and fears that she'll never be allowed to
stay. Can she obtain a spot before the ship takes flight?
What about her mother and sister? When the future of the
human race is at stake, whose lives matter most?

Amulet Paperbacks • PB • Science fiction (Children's / Teenage) •
210 x 140mm • 480pp

9781419739262

$17.99

Second Banana

9781419746987

$14.99

Daniel Kirk

The kids in Mrs. Millet's class are putting on their annual
nutrition pageant. Every kid plays a food. Every kid gets a
line. It is a big deal. But this year, there aren't quite enough
parts for everybody. So the class is cast: Fish, C heese,
Broccoli, Blueberry, Banana, and . . . Second Banana.
Second Banana feels rotten. She wants to be the ONLY
banana! In this deliciously original school story, Blair
Thornburgh and Kate Berube recognize the dreadful
disappointment that a casting list can cause-as well as the
power of friendship, creative thinking, and a good attitude to
turn a rotten situation into one that's quite appeeling.
Showtime!

Abrams Books for Young Readers • HB • School stories (Children's / Teenage) •
235 x 235mm • 32pp

$24.99

Memory Superpowers!
Nelson Dellis
The Memory Thief wants to steal your memories! Luckily,
Nelson, the Memory Champ, is on hand to guide you
through the Forest of Forgettable Names and around the
Great Word Pyramids. Nelson will help readers escape the
Pirates of the Periodic Table and journey through the
Himalayan Memory Palace. The quest for an infallible
memory will culminate on the Number Trek to finally defeat
The Memory Thief once and for all. Guided by national
memory champion Nelson Dellis, readers will learn the
tricks and secrets to remembering everything from the
world capitals to the elements of the periodic table to
speeches and soliloquies-and even enjoy themselves in
the process!

Abrams Books for Young Readers • HB • Children's / Teenage: general nonfiction • 210 x 140mm • 208pp

9781419731877

Amulet Paperbacks • PB • Comic strip fiction / graphic novels (Children's /
Teenage) • 204 x 140mm • 256pp

Newton and Curie: The Science Squirrels

Blair Thornburgh

9781419742347

Based on the bestselling graphic novels, this series of
middlegrade novels contains all new adventuresWelcome
to Miss Qiunzella Thiskwin Penniquiqul Thistle Crumpet's
Camp for Hardcore Lady Types. The five scouts of
Roanoke cabin-Jo, April, Molly, Mal, and Ripley-love their
summers at camp. They get to hang out with their best
friends, earn Lumberjane scout badges, annoy their
nononsense counselor Jen . . . and go on supernatural
adventures. That last one? A pretty normal occurrence at
Miss Qiunzella's, where the woods contain endless
mysteries. Book four, the last book of the novel series, will
shine the spotlight on inseparable couple Mal and Molly,
who find an extra cabin at camp, one that's full of ghosts!

$29.99

When an apple falls on his head, Newton the squirrel begins
to wonder how the world works. After perching on a branch
outside a classroom window and listening in on a lesson
about the force of gravity, he decides to try his own
experiments with the help of his sister, Curie. Learning to
make simple machines, they discover that science is for
everyone-even squirrels. And when a birds' nest falls out of
a nearby tree, only Newton and Curie, using their inventions
and quick scientific thinking, can save the day! This latest
from bestselling author Daniel Kirk is a light introduction to
the principles of STEAM (science, technology, engineering,
art, and math), which is taught in schools. Applying what
they learn in class, this always inquisitive and resourceful
pair solves reallife problems and has fun along the way.
Together, they're always hungry for knowledge-and nuts!

Abrams Books for Young Readers • HB • Children's / Teenage fiction & true
stories • 267 x 216mm • 40pp

9781419737480

$24.99

AUGUST 2020 ORDER FORM
ISBN

Imprint

Qty

9781760761004

THA

______ Intoxicating

P

32.99

9781786277107

Laurence King

______ Find Frida

H

24.99

9781786277060

Laurence King

______ Dream Decoder Journal

P

24.99

9781786277336

Laurence King

______ Wonder Women Bingo

N

29.99

9781786277466

Laurence King

______ Poo Bingo

N

29.99

9781786277190

Laurence King

______ Match these Bones

N

24.99

9781786276964

Laurence King

______ The Wild Bunch

N

19.99

9780500971062

Thames and Hudson

______ Inside Francis Bacon

P

55

9780500545348

Thames and Hudson

______ Josef Koudelka: Ruins

H

110

9780500287033

Thames and Hudson

______ The Great Journeys in History

P

19.99

9780500294093

Thames and Hudson

______ Great Cities Through Travellers’ Eyes

P

19.99

9780500295946

Thames and Hudson

______ Chair Anatomy

P

49.99

9780500023525

Thames and Hudson

______ The Library

H

59.99

9780500295717

Thames and Hudson

______ Ceramics Masterclass

P

39.99

9780500295892

Thames and Hudson

______ How to Win on the Battlefield

P

19.99

9780500411186

Thames and Hudson

______ Women Photographers (Slipcased set)

P

70

9780500971024

Thames and Hudson

______ Early Islamic Textiles From Along the Silk Road

P

70

9780714124889

The British Museum Press ______ Model of a Summer Camp

P

11.99

9781786276339

Laurence King

______ 100 Things to do in a Forest

H

35

9781786276476

Laurence King

______ The Homes We Build

H

29.99

9789063695699

BIS Publishers

______ Think Like an Engineer, Don’t Act Like One

P

24.99

9789063695736

BIS Publishers

______ Inspired by Method

P

65

9789063695729

BIS Publishers

______ Framing Play Design

P

65

9783716518595

Benteli Verlag

______ Fake Books

H

100

9783037682647

Braun Publishing AG

______ Fascination Concrete

H

80

9789814610827

Editions Didier Millet

______ Lisbon Sketchbook

H

49.99

9781419735332

Abrams

______ The Sqirl Jam Book (Jelly, Fruit Butter, and Others)

H

49.99

9781912827534

Modern Books

______ The Keto Cure

N

29.99

9781419743429

Abrams ComicArts

______ Marvel Comics Mini-Books Collectible Boxed Set

H

45

9781419742439

Abrams Press

______ Asian Waters

P

24.99

9781419742989

Abrams Press

______ Au Revoir, Tristesse

H

35

9781419743054

Abrams Press

______ To Be Honest

H

39.99

9781910593790

Self Made Hero

______ Medicine

P

35

9781944860257

Anthology Editions

______ Coincidences

H

70

9781944860035

Anthology Editions

______ Party in the Back

H

70

9781944860271

Anthology Editions

______ Death Magick Abundance

H

70

9781944860295

Anthology Editions

______ Dream Dance

H

49.99

9781944860226

Anthology Editions

______ The Beautiful Flower is the World

P

55

9781944860141

Anthology Editions

______ Jane Dickson in Times Square

H

80
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ISBN

Imprint
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Title

9781944860264

Anthology Editions

_____ California Trip

P

55

9781944860127

Anthology Editions

_____ Unusual Sounds

P

90

9781944860172

Anthology Editions

_____ Imaginary Concerts Vol. 2

H

49.99

9781944860110

Anthology Editions

_____ 13th Floor Elevators

H

70

9781944860240

Anthology Editions

_____ Brian Blomerth’s Bicycle Day

P

49.99

9781944860097

Anthology Editions

_____ A Dance with Fred Astaire

P

90

9781944860059

Anthology Editions

_____ Spirit of 76

H

70

9781944860196

Anthology Editions

_____ We Ate the Acid

H

55

9781944860219

Anthology Editions

_____ Do Angels Need Haircuts?

H

49.99

9781944860158

Anthology Editions

_____ Altered States

H

120

9781944860073

Anthology Editions

_____ Feel the Music

H

100

9781944860004

Anthology Editions

_____ Flying Saucers Are Real!

P

70

9781944860189

Anthology Editions

_____ PRIMER

H

70

9781944860165

Anthology Editions

_____ Imaginary Concerts Vol. 1

H

49.99

9781597114783

Aperture Foundation

_____ To Make Their Own Way in the World

H

100

9781597114844

Aperture Foundation

_____ The Ongoing Ballad: Aperture 239

P

39.99

9782851173010

Editions Cahiers d’Art

_____ Cahiers d’Art 2018

P

155

9783777433431

Hirmer Verlag GmbH

_____ Hilti Art Foundation. The Collection. Vol. II

H

90

9783777434483

Hirmer Verlag GmbH

_____ The Aesthetics of Marble from Late Antiquity to...

H

110

9780878468720

MFA Publications

_____ MFA Highlights: Arts of South Asia

P

29.99

9781909741683

Royal Collection Trust

_____ Japan

H

100

9781909741591

Royal Collection Trust

_____ St James’s Palace

H

150

9788793604865

Strandberg Publishing _____ Connectedness

H

80

9783777434889

Hirmer Verlag GmbH

_____ Alfons Mucha

H

19.99

9782330130084

Actes Sud

_____ Akram Khan: The Fury of beautiful things

H

110.00

9788857242576

Skira Editore S.p.A

_____ Anne Samat

H

70

9788857242675

Skira Editore S.p.A

_____ The Breish Collection of Modern and Contemporary...

H

120

9788857242699

Skira Editore S.p.A

_____ Gianfranco Zappettini

H

59.99

9788857240305

Skira Editore S.p.A

_____ Give It All

H

100

9788857242668

Skira Editore S.p.A

_____ Why Photography?

H

70.00

9788857242774

Skira Editore S.p.A

_____ The Way Out

H

65.00

9788857241043

Skira Editore S.p.A

_____ Peter Schuyff

P

55.00

9783775747103

Hatje Cantz Verlag

_____ Obra Gruesa / Rough Work (bilingual edition)

P

120.00

9783775747592

Hatje Cantz Verlag

_____ Thomas Neumann (bilingial edition)

H

80.00

9783775747226

Hatje Cantz Verlag

_____ Nathan Peter

P

70.00

9783775747257

Hatje Cantz Verlag

_____ Body. Gaze. Power.(Bilingual edition)

H

100.00

9783775747509

Hatje Cantz Verlag

_____ Richard Shiff. Sensuous Thoughts

P

60.00

9783775747264

Hatje Cantz Verlag

_____ David Byrd

H

90.00

9781780671062

Laurence King

_____ Secret Garden

P

19.95

9781760760175

THA

_____ Design Lives Here

H

59.99

9781419740411

Abrams

_____ Plant Tribe

H

49.99
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9781760760939

THA

_____

An Australian Garden

H

70.00

9781786275820

Laurence King

_____

Make a Living Living

P

29.99

9781419730788

Abrams Image

_____

London in Bloom

H

29.99

9781760760755

THA

_____

The Art of Cake

H

24.99

9780500518366

Thames and Hudson

_____

Chanel Catwalk:The Complete Karl La

H

100.00

9781760760816

THA

_____

The Flower Expert

P

34.99

9780500519943

Thames and Hudson

_____

Louis Vuitton Catwalk

H

100.00

9781760760335

THA

_____

You Might Find Yourself

H

24.99

9781419713101

Abrams Appleseed

_____

In My Heart

H

21.99

9781849766883

Tate

_____

The Weed

H

24.99

9781786272416

Laurence King

_____

Dinosaur Bingo

N

24.99

9780500652329

Thames and Hudson

_____

Why Do I Feel Like This?

H

19.99

9781786274908

Laurence King

_____

Bob Goes Pop

H

24.99

9781419741098

Abrams BYR

_____

Paolo, Emperor of Rome

H

24.99

9781419740916

Abrams Appleseed

_____

Baby Up, Baby Down

N

11.99

9781419728228

Abrams Appleseed

_____

With My Daddy

H

21.99

9781786272515

Laurence King

_____

Ocean Bingo

N

35.00

9781419740572

Abrams Appleseed

_____

Disney Block

N

21.99

9780500652381

Thames and Hudson

_____

Why do cats meow?

H

24.99

9780500652350

Thames and Hudson

_____

Sunshine

H

24.99

9781419740787

Abrams Appleseed

_____

What About X? An Alphabet Adventure

H

24.99

9781419746741

Abrams Appleseed

_____

Vegetables in Halloween Costumes

N

14.99

9781419743436

Abrams BYR

_____

Marvel Classic Sticker Book

P

19.99

9781419746888

Amulet Books

_____

Ghoulia and the Ghost with No Name (Book #3)

H

14.99

9781419746925

Amulet Books

_____

The Stitchers (Fright Watch #1)

H

24.99

9781419743221

Amulet Books

_____

The Bog Beast (Big Foot and Little Foot #4)

H

19.99

9781419742705

Amulet Ps

_____

The Backstagers and the Theater of the Ancients

P

13.99

9781419739262

Amulet Ps

_____

On the Edge of Gone

P

17.99

9781419746987

Amulet Ps

_____

Lumberjanes: Ghost Cabin (Lumberjanes #4)

P

14.99

9781419742347

Abrams BYR

_____

Second Banana

H

24.99

9781419737480

Abrams BYR

_____

Newton and Curie: The Science Squirrels

H

24.99

9781419731877

Abrams BYR

_____

Memory Superpowers!

H

29.99
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